When it comes to avoiding speeding
tickets, details matter.
The Cheetah C50 GPS speed camera detector
is a tiny cam-buster helps keep to you safe
and ticket-free, by warning you in advance
about speed cameras, red light speed cameras, red light cameras, average speed cameras, speed traps and accident zones.

But it’s the details that are so amazing!

The C50 retails for as low
as €89.99.
Plug and play simplicity.
It’s easy for anyone to use. No messing about
with difficult downloads onto a GPS sat nav.
No fiddling around with smart phones and
expensive contracts.
Directional Intelligence.

The C50 is the first GPS camera locator that
gives spoken voice alerts for 65 different
camera scenarios using the High Definition
Trinity 2.0 database. After it tells you the
type of camera, the C50 also tells you where
it is, so you have detailed knowledge on
where the camera is hidden. For example:

Switching off alerts for “non-enforced approaches” makes it the quietest detector for
city use and, unlike other products, there are
no false alarms for cameras on the other side
of the road.

... in the tunnel
... after the end of the tunnel
... on the exit ramp
... near the bridge ahead
... in the roadworks ahead, and many more.
You can also download different languages.

Our in-house Trinity database team verifies
and records data that no-one else does, so
not only does the C50 give incredibly detailed alerts, it also avoids hundreds (or
sometimes thousands) of FALSE ALARMS
that can plague GPS downloads or phone
apps.

Membership for camera updates
is bought direct from Cheetah,
for €24.99 (3 years) or €39.99
(Lifetime)
See the demo video on our web
site, and for more information,
please contact us at:

UNIQUE - 65 High definition camera alerts
Directional Intelligence - fewer false alarms than “radius Alert” devices
(GPS sat nav downloads, smart phone apps,radar detectors, etc)
No false alarms for speed cameras on the other side of the freeway
Multi-direction alerts - better alerts and fewer false alarms in cities
3 User Modes - switch off unwanted alerts e.g. “non-enforced” approaches
Trinity 2.0 database - most accurate with fewer false positives
Voice alerts identify the camera type and speed limit
Visual alerts for different camera types
Adjustable warning range - 10, 15, 20, 25 or 30 seconds or fixed distance
Countdown bar shows the distance remaining to the camera
SpeedTone Intelligence - gives extra warning tones only when you are
above the posted speed limit in close proximity to cameras
GPS speedometer - mph or kmh
8 point compass display
Mark / delete up to 100 personal locations - NEW one-touch process
Export your personal locations to Excel spreadsheet
5 speed reminders - store real enforcement thresholds in 1mph intervals
Rotary volume control
“Update Me” - reminds you when it’s 4 weeks since your last update
Internal GPS antenna - fast start up time
Remote antenna socket - for Athermic windshields
Headphone socket - for motorcycle use / connect to car stereo
NMEA GPS output for iPads, laptops, netbooks, car PCs, PDAs etc
12 hour or 24 hour clock

